Lesson 2

befriending & hospitality

6 week GOAL:

To nurture a culture of evangelism for all
To INVIGORATE the Go & Tell (we’re good at Come & See)
Jn 1:39 and Jn 20:17, Matt 28:18-19

Leftovers from lesson 1 (a quick overview)
- Christ, the center of our joy in Evangelism, see home to your heart (see pg 5)
- Reminder: see QR code or theologydelish.com for resources (talks and sermons)
- 5 practices for churches that evangelize
- The overall master plot of the Bible - K C C C/R K (see pg 3)
- G.R.A.C.E. sheets
short Q&A

_____________________________
Today’s Lesson:

Befriending & Hospitality
Luke 15:1

Christ as both guest and host
In what events or situations do you recall Christ being a guest?

In what events or situations do you recall Christ being a host?
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Evangelism across the centuries by the Church
How was the world around the time of Christ ideal for Evangelism?

What changes, inventions or social structures since then are helpful?

What advantages do we have now make Evangelism easier?

BOOK:

Befriending by Scott Sauls
A few excerpts

How can we put this into practice at TBC?

BOOK:

A Meal With Jesus by Tim Chester
A few excerpts

How can we put this into practice at TBC?

Would you be interested in reading one of these books in a small group? Y or N
If so, would you be willing to lead or host a small group (with a structured
discussion and Q&A sheet provided by TBC) for about 5 or 6 sessions?

Reminder: for more resources, interviews, talks or sermon use QR code on pg 1
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